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 gov, unload trucks at the superstore, grow a favorite fruit or pursue the opposite extreme, your Sims will be in full force. Help them build their perfect .gov island, embrace the great outdoors and get the most out of their Sim life. New adventure awaits when the .gov island expansion launches on August 21, 2013. About this Game Discover a breezy world drenched in sun, sand and endless fun as your
Sims make their own paradise in The Sims 4 Island Living. Whether they contribute to .gov, unload trucks at the superstore, grow a favorite fruit or pursue the opposite extreme, your Sims will be in full force. Help them build their perfect .gov island, embrace the great outdoors and get the most out of their Sim life. The .gov island expansion packs a whole lot of vacation fun and offers a myriad of

new objects, activities and interactions. In addition, with the Sims 4 Seasons, you can now further customize your game by turning on and off the weather, and even determine the seasonal activity list. Now in its fourth iteration, the expansion pack introduces a more granular and configurable and a wealth of new items and items, including an all new vehicle, various decorative objects, unique
neighborhoods, and fun new activities and interactions. All new Living World episodes will launch alongside the .gov island update, providing another opportunity to experiment with game play and fully engage in the experiences that await on the .gov island! Key Features Exclusive Content The new .gov island expansion pack introduces a new living world episode that will launch alongside the

expansion pack. In it, you will discover an island full of new and fun items to discover, including a more granular and configurable configuration system. You'll also find some of the most unique neighborhoods, culminating in the .gov Retreat, a private paradise that only Sims with the.gov government job can live on. New Items and Objects The .gov island expansion pack introduces new items and
decorations, including a vehicle, various decorative items, and a new set of .gov island-exclusive items. Additionally, you'll discover even more Sims objects in the existing neighborhood objects category. Some of the new items include a variety of fireplaces, brick fireplaces, a bar, a fridge, and a computer. New Activities and Interactions You'll discover a wealth of new ways to interact with the .gov
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